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ABSTRACT

In his seminal work, Tinbergen (1957) studied the impact of an infrastructure improve-

ment on the transport cost of existing traffic and on the national product. In a numerical
example it was shown that the national product could increase substantially beyond the
value of the reduced cost of transportation on the improved link. This di erence has

been labelled the Tinbergen multiplier. Since the modelled economy was thought of as a

rst best case, the result has been used among those arguing that transport investments
give rise to substantial Spill over effects in the economy. However, the result is in contra-
diction with later results within multimarket welfare analysis under rst best assumptions.
In this paper we recalculate Tinbergen s model and show that the spectacular result is
heavily dependent on the localisation of the transport sector. Hence, our results are of
utter importance for today s models of infrastructure assessment.

JEL Classi cation: D61, R13, R42

Keywords: Infrastructure investments, spatial cost-bene t analysis, multimarket welfare

analysis, Tinbergen multiplier.
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1 Introduction

Tinbergen (1957) was probably the rst attempt to consider a transport investment

appraisal in a spatial economy-wide numerical framework. In his seminal paper, a road

construction scheme is evaluated by measuring transport cost savings for existing tra ic

as well as the national product change at initial prices. The main conclusion is that

transport cost savings for existing traf c substantially underestimate the economy-wide

bene ts of the road investment. The result is frequently referred to and discussed in

studies of transport investment appraisal. Often cited are also Bos and Koyck (1962) or

Liew and Liew (1985) which have reported similar results using models with a similar

basic structure. However, the result by Tinbergen is noticeably different from those

achieved by Lesourne (1975), Dodgson (1973), Jara-Diaz (1986), or Kanemoto and

Mera (1985). The message in the latter studies is that in a rst best economy, bene ts to

existing and new traf c on the improved road represent total bene ts in the economy.

Since independent of this, the result by Tinbergen seems to attract politicians and the

common debate it is of interest to revisit and explore the structural properties of the

model by Tinbergen deeper.

A rst observation is that Tinbergen measured bene ts to tra ic as transport cost savings

for existing traf c. A part of the discrepancy may for this reason be explained by bene ts

to newly generated traf c. However, new traffic alone may not explain the large

difference suggested by what has been known as the Tinbergen multiplier. Obviously,

the model must contain subtle assumptions which contradict the results established in

modern welfare theory.

In this paper, the structure of the Tinbergen model is presented in line with the spatial

computable general equilibrium tradition while the speci cation of the transport sector as

an imported good is shown to be critical for the result in the original paper. We then let

the transport sector become a domestic part of the economy and recalculate the

measures of bene ts. It is found that the revised model produces results which are

compatible with the contemporary general equilibrium welfare theory. The general lesson

of importance for current applications is that the size of the Tinbergen multiplier is



critically dependent on the spatial origin ofthe transport sector and the net of the balance

of trade. Hence, while Tinbergen was right in case the economy is Open but not by

assumption in external balance, the result is not valid for a closed economy. Nowadays,

when cost-bene t analyses are made on regions and nations which may by no means be

treated as closed or in external equilibrium, this distinction between closed and open

economy CBA becomes even more important. The result is in line with comments on the

need for open economy cost-bene t analysis already made by Mohring, 1993.

2 Tinbergen s three region model

Tinbergen develops a simple model consisting of three regions producing four

commodities. Commodity one, two, and three are respectively produced by regions one,

two, and three while commodity four is produced both by region two and three. Demand

is in the latter case characterised by a spatially in nite elasticity of substitution implying

that consumers buy from the cheapest region. No taxes, transfers, savings or investment

costs are considered explicitly. Neither are explicit demand and supply mctions for

primary factors considered, a simpli cation not critical for the results.

The demand price in region j of commodity h produced in region r, pg , is in Tinbergens

paper given by Pqu , which equals the factory gate price multiplied by the transport cost

factor between region r and j. Given this, the unit transport cost of carrying commodity h

from region r to region j is pf tg = pf (Trj 1) where tg represents the unit transport cost

coe cient between the two regions. The demand price pg. may then also be expressed as

pf (1 + tg) . Since the unit transport cost coefficient between region r and j by Tinbergen

was assumed to be independent of the good transported, we may use tn instead of tg- in

the sequel.



Deliveries of commodity h produced by region j to region r are denoted vga. Those

deliveries give revenues in the region of origin j, yj, which include the transport cost

paid by other regions. Thus, for each region we have the following revenues or incomes,

y,(p,v)=§§p§'(1+t,-,)vt=>h:§p§ vt+.§:>;p?t,-,v; Vi (1)

In the last part of the equation, the rst term gives receipts net of transport costs while

the second term represents the transport costs paid by other regions on goods produced

by region j. Vectors of prices and delivered quantities are denoted by p and v

respectively. Given regional incomes, the price and income dependent demand Emotion

in region j for commodity h produced in region r may be formulated as,

h

(py-(pw)
d?- , = JJ(P Y) Ph(1+tq)

l

;O<(pg<l and ZZcpgzl Vr,h,j (2)
h r

In the equation, (på is the share of incomes in regionj spent on commodity h produced in

region r. This demand function is also conditional upon the following constraints,

(i) d3>o if pig=min{p:;} van

(ii) (it;-=O if pigmnwg}. vf,h,j

The above conditions are in the model by Tinbergen applicable to commodity four,

which is produced by both region two and three. The aggregate supply function of region

j for commodity h is dependent on available capacity and the relative mice compared to

other commodities,

mp): assigns/pan m <3)



Above, v? is the supply of commodity h in region j while 'o'-ål represents the capacity

limit for this commodity. The symbol o? determines the supply elasticity of the function.

The interpretation of the supply function is that a decrease in the price of a commodity

ceteris paribus reduces supply. Since investments in production capacity is absent in the

model, a region without a positive initial capacity will not produce a commodity after the

improvement. Given the above conditions of supply and demand, the market equilibrium

is ensured by equations (4) and (5) below.

erdir(P,Y)=§vir(P)=v§ (P) vm. (4)

Zn (RV) = Y (5)

Equation (4) secures that total supply of each good equals total demand in the economy

while (5) implies that regional incomes or expenditures including transport costs,

aggregated across all regions equals the exogenously given national income Y. Equations

(4) and (5) represent a system of six equations in ve endogenously determined

equilibrium prices. One of the equations becomes redundant due to Walras Law. Since

the aggregate national product was xed by Tinbergen at 300 units it thus acts as a

numeraire and a system of ve equations and ve variables is obtained. Basically, the

data used in Tinbergen s model consist of interregional ows, initial and new transport

cost coef cients and parameters of the supply and demand functions. In table l below,

the initial equilibrium according to the original model is shown.

In the table, interregional commodity ows, total supply, producer prices and transport

costs paid by each region are given. Although the total transport cost paid by all regions

by de nition must equal total receipts of transport revenues in the economy, the

transport costs paid by an individual region do not have to equal its receipts of transport

revenues from other regions.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Commodity ows, incomes, receipts and transport costs in the initial

equilibrium. Data from Tinbergen (1957).

Commodity To 1 2 3 Total Producer Prod. rcpts. &
ows region price transp. Costs

From region Good

1 1 48 29 31 108 1.0 108

2 2 22 16 17 55 1.0 55

4 10 7 0 17 1.1 19

3 3 28 20 30 78 1.0 78

4 0 0 10 10 1.0 10

Transport cost 11 7 12 30

Expenditures 120 80 100 300          
Transport costs paid by each region are also shown and aggregated to total receipts of

transport revenues in the economy. The last column and row of the table show

producers receipts from the sale of commodities and expenditures by each region

respectively. It follows that the income in each region is fully spent on goods and the

transport costs involved to obtain the goods.

In his comparative static equilibrium analysis, Tinbergen assumed that a transport

improvement between region one and three is made. Table 2 gives the changes in

interregional commodity ows, producer receipts, producer prices and transport costs

brought about by this sixty-six per cent reduction in the unit transport cost coef cients.

In the new equilibrium, region one demands commodity four from region three instead of

region two since the reduced transport cost made region three the cheapest supplier of

the commodity. As expected, all producer prices have decreased while the supply of each

good has increased. The table also shows that the overall change in producer receipts

including those occurred in transport sector revenues sum up to zero. This property is

due to equation (5) which keeps the national product at the given level.



Table 2 Impacts of a sixty-six per cent reduction in the transport coef cient
between region one and three. Data from Tinbergen (1957).

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Changes in To 1 2 3 Total Prod. Prod. rpts. and
ows region price trp. cost

changes changes

From region Good:

1 1 +2 -3 +12 +11 0.05 +5

2 2 +1 -2 +3 +2 -0.05 -1

4 -10 -1 O -11 -0.02 -12

3 3 +6 -3 +5 +8 -0.06 +6

4 +11 0 +2 +13 -0.03 +12

Trp. cost -5 O -5 -10

change

Expenditure 0 -13 +13 0

change          
3 Bene t measures in Tinbergen s model

Given the two sets of equilibria above, welfare impacts of the improvement may be

calculated. The economy-wide bene ts were by Tinbergen measured as the increase in

national product at initial prices, while the bene ts to traf c were calculated as transport

cost savings for the existing traf c ow on the improved road. Using the symbols ° and 1

indicating initial and post-improvement values respectively, the change in the national

product is,

A? = zzng°vgl zzng°vg° (6)
j r h j r h

The above measure is computed as the change in demand for each product evaluated at

initial prices including cost of transportation. By aggregating these changes across

7



regions and commodities, total economy-wide bene ts are obtained. As shown at the

bottom of table 3, this increase in national product amounts to twenty two units.

Table 3 Increases in national income computed at initial prices in the original

model by Tinbergen (1957).

 

 

        

Supply Commodity Initial Final Change in Initial A national

region volume volume volume prices income

1 1 108 1 19 +1 1 1.0 +1 1

2 2 55 57 + 2 1.0 + 2

3 3 78 86 + 8 1.0 + 8

2 4 17 6 -1 1 1.1 -12

3 4 10 23 +13 1.0 +13

Total +22

change   
Transport cost savings for existing tra c are calculated as the product of the unit

transport cost reduction and the initial traf c ow in both directions on the road.

Bene ts to initial traf c are denoted by BE and calculated as,

BE = Am13 X vi; + Am31 X Vä; . (7)

In (7), the change in unit transport cost is denoted by Am13 and Am31, while the initial

ow of goods in both directions are represented by Vis and vå]. Also, by de nition,

Am13 : PF x (T?3 Tåg) and Am,, : På x (T;1 Tål) , the change in transport cost factors

multiplied by initial supply prices give the change in unit transport cost. Observe that the

difference between the initial and post-investment transport cost factors (T; - Ti,-) is

equivalent to the difference between the corresponding initial and post-investment

transport cost coef cients (t;- tå) Table 1 above gives us vi; : 31 and v3: = 28. From

the data on transport costs between regions one and three in the two transport coe icient

matrices, the transport cost savings for existing traf c become,



BE = 1.0 x (1.3 1.1) x 31 +10 x (1.3 -1.1) x 28 = 11.8 (8)

In order to obtain a measure of the difference between the economy-wide bene ts and

the transport cost savings for existing traf c ows, the Tinbergen multiplier may be

interpreted as the ratio A? / BE. With the information in table 3 and equation (8), this

multiplier becomes 22/11.8 = 1.9. Having obtained this result, Tinbergen concluded that

transport cost savings for existing traf c substantially underestimate economy-wide

bene ts ofthe investment.

It is now important to point at the assumption so crucial for the conclusions reached by

Tinbergen. Equation (5) above reveals that total output in the economy is absorbed by

nal consumption. Since total expenditures on consumption are gross of transport costs,

a part of the national product is devoted to the transport sector. This is evident from

equation (9) below,

 

y r .
pj 2va = 2 ) h (:> y; = p?(v£*r + v it i) V h,] (9)

r )

In the original formulation by Tinbergen (in the left part of the equation), y; represents

total expenditures by region r on consumption of commodity h produced in region j,

including cost of transportation. To the right it is clear that this, as was indicated in (1)

consists of both revenues to the delivering sector and to the transport sector. However,

in the equilibrium condition (4) only the rst part contributes to the domestic demand for

commodities. The transport cost in this way becomes a transfer of revenues abroad

with the implication that transport services are imported from an external transport

agent. Since imports of transport services are not balanced against exports of goods

produced in the economy the reduced cost of transportation has a similar function as an

injection to the economy. As will be clear below and as would be expected from general

equilibrium welfare theory, this transfer has important repercussions on the bene t

measures in Tinbergen s model.



4 A Tinbergen model with a domestic transport sector

If, contrary to Tinbergens original approach, the transport sector is specified as an

endogenous part of the model it will compete with nal demand about the resources in

the economy. A reduction in the transport costs will then not act as a net transfer from

abroad but as a resource saving investment. This will change both the outcome of the

initial and post investment equilibria.

We incorporate this new condition in the model by a change in the equilibrium condition

(4). We assume the transport sector as only input demands an amount of the transported

good as given by (9). Due to this total demand for good j in the economy will change

such that the new equilibrium condition becomes,

2 då?, (P, Y) + % t; VHF) = %våi (P) + 2; i; v1}: (P) = v? (P) V haj (10)

The new term is the demand for resources by the transport sector which adds to the

demand for nal consumption. The difference between (4) and (10) is the important

aspect of the transport service provision which makes Tinbergen s model a model of an

open economy. In the following, Tinbergen s model will be revised by treating transport

costs according to the formulation above. As one would expect, the new condition

changes both the initial and post-improvement equilibrium prices and quantities. The

initial equilibrium in the revised model is shown in table 4 below.

Comparing the initial equilibrium produced by the revised model with the solution in

table 1 shows that demand for goods [net of the transport related demand for goods] has

decreased in the revised model. The new treatment of the transport sector implies that

total output is now absorbed by nal demand as well as by the transport sector.

Subsequently, an increase in prices and output is realised as a re ection of the usual

general equilibrium effect.

10



Table 4 Commodity ows, incomes, receipts and transport sector demand in the

revised model. The initial equilibrium.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flows To 1 2 3 Transp Total Producer Producer

region costs qty price receipts

From region Goods

1 1 44 27 28 11 110 1.09 120

2 2 20 15 1 5 5 55 1 .09 60

4 9 7 0 1 1 7 1 .21 20

3 3 25 1 8 27 1 1 81 1 . 1 1 90

4 0 O 9 9 1 .09 1 0

Expenditures 120 80 100 3 00           
 

As in the original Tinbergen paper we may now compute the corresponding post-

investment equilibrium obtained from the same reduction in the transport cost

coef cients. Post-improvement prices and interregional ows are shown in table 5

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

below.

Table 5 Post-improvement equilibrium according to the revised model.

Flows To 1 2 3 Transp Total Producer Producer

region dem. qty. price receipts

From region Good

1 1 47 24 40 7 1 1 8 1 .02 1 20

2 2 21 12 18 6 57 1.05 60

4 0 6 0 0 6 1.12 7

3 3 31 16 32 6 85 1.06 90

4 10 0 10 2 22 1.05 23

Expenditures 120 67 1 13 300           
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We may observe that the overall output has increased while equilibrium prices have

decreased due to the reduced transport costs. Furthermore, demand for goods in regions

located on the improved road [region one and three] has increased, while it has

decreased in region two. With this new allocation of resources, bene ts of the road

investment may be computed.

5 Calculating the Tinbergen multiplier in the revised model

With the data in tables 4 and 5 we may recalculate the two measures of investment

bene ts. First, we compute the national income change according to table 6 below. Then

we measure transport cost savings for initial tra ic. However we will also calculate the

bene ts associated with newly generated traf c on the road, the bene ts which were not

explicitly taken into account by Tinbergen.

 

 

 

 

 

       
 

Table 6 The increase of national product at initial prices, with a domestic transport
sector.

Supply Goods Initial Final Change in Initial A national

centre volume volume volume prices income

1 1 110 118 +8 1.09 +9

2 2 55 57 +2 1.09 +2

3 3 81 85 +4 1.12 +4

2 4 17 6 -1 1 1.22 -13

3 4 9 22 +13 1.09 +14

AY +16   
 

Already in table 6 one may observe that the rise in national product computed by the

revised model is less, 16 units, as compared with the 22 units given by the original

model. In order to investigate how this difference affects the size of the bene t multiplier

the transport cost savings for initial traf c are computed. From (7) and (8) we have,

12



BE* = 1.09 x (1.3 1.1) x 28 +112 x (1.3 1.1) x 25 = 11.7 (11)

A comparison between (8) and (11) indicates that the two versions of the model lead to

almost exactly the same measure of bene ts in terms of transport cost savings for

existing traf c. Given this, we may summarise the above results by comparing the

Tinbergen multiplier (TM) produced by the two cases:

A? 22

 

TM ori inal = = z1.9 12
( g ) BE 11.8 ( )

A? 16
TM revised = z zl. 13

( ) BE" 11.7 ( )

The difference between the above multipliers show that the extent to which transport

cost savings for existing traffic underestimate the increase in national income is much less

in the case with a domestic transport sector. Nevertheless, a considerable discrepancy

between the economy-wide bene ts and the transport cost savings for existing traf c

remains.

As mentioned, Tinbergen did not take into account the welfare gains associated with

newly generated traf c. Bene ts to generated tra ic may be captured by considering

changes in the interregional commodity ows, Avg- , on the improved road. Those may

be determined as the difference between the initial and post improvement ows between

regions one and three provided by tables 4 and 5. For traf c in each direction on the road

we obtain,

AVi3ZVii_Vi; =40~28 = 12 (14)

Avglzvgi-v§;=31-25=6. (15)

13



Moreover, after the improvement region one buys good four from region three

[vg1 = 10], instead of its initial import of the good from region two [vg] = 9]. This shift

of demand for good four gives a further increase in traf c on the route between regions

one and three. For the sake of computational ease we assume, perhaps without much loss

of accuracy, that the transport demand segment between the initial and post-

improvement situations in these cases is linear. Given this along with (12), (14) and (15)

above, the bene ts associated with increased traf c on the improved road may be

approximated by using the rule of a half ,

BN<L3>= 0.5 x [1.09 x (1.3 1.1) x12 + 1.12 x (1.3 1.1) x 6] = 1.98 = 2. (16)

Equation (16) shows the bene ts associated with newly generated traf c from

transportation of good one and good three on the improved road. In addition, the gain

due to increased tra ic caused by the shift of region one s demand for good four 'om

region two to region three, must also be taken into account. This is denoted by EN )

and measured by the area under the post-investment demand curve for good four by

region one. We have,

BN(4)=O-5 X[t§1 tål] X P;; x AVgi +611 X på; X Avgl (17)

Ol

BW) = 0.5 x [0.3 0.1] x 1.094 x 10 + 0.1 x 1.094 x 10 = 2.2 (18)

By adding BM ) and EN ) total bene ts associated with increased traf c on the

improved road are obtained as,

BN = BN<L3> + BN(4> = 2 + 2.2 = 4.2. (19)

Given the transport cost savings for existing traf c in (11) and the bene ts to generated

traf c in (19), the full bene ts to traf c are measured as,

14



BT = BE*+BN= 11.7 +4.2 = 15.9 % 16. (20)

Apparently, total bene ts to traf c in (20) are almost exactly equal to the national

product increase computed by the revised model in table 6. These two bene t measures

give a modi ed Tinbergen Multiplier equal to 16 / 15.9 = 1.006, which is what should be

expected in a model of a rst-best economy.

6 Final comments

In Tinbergen s original model, the reduced transport costs may be viewed as a transfer

from abroad or a reduced tax, which acts as an injection into the domestic economy.

When this injection was removed the economy-wide bene ts decreased and parity with

tra ic bene ts was obtained. With this results at hand, we may conclude that in a rst-

best economy, the bene ts of a transport infrastructure investment may always be

captured by considering existing and generated traf c on the improved infrastructure,

provided that provision of transportation services not implies a net transfer of income

from abroad. However, the example also shows that in a regional evaluation of

infrastructure investments, the impact of interregional transfers has to be evaluated and

that the open economy cost bene t analysis has an important relevance in the case of

infrastructure evaluation.
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